Prediction of human drug clearance from animal data: application of the rule of exponents and 'fu Corrected Intercept Method' (FCIM).
The objective of this study is to evaluate the predictive performance of the rule of exponents (ROE) and 'fu Corrected Intercept Method' (FCIM) for the human drug clearance. Different classes of drugs such as extensively metabolized, renally excreted, renally secreted, and biliary excreted drugs were used in this analysis. The results of the study indicated that both these methods under given conditions are extremely useful for the prediction of human drug clearance. There are certain situations under which one of these methods is more suited than the other method. Overall, it appears that a rational use of FCIM and the ROE can help a great deal in obtaining a better estimate of the human drug clearance for a wide variety of drugs. The advantages and disadvantages of these two methods are also discussed.